Does AI(Artificial Intelligence) have a responsibility to help unemployment in
society?
AI is able to reach a singular point to the program, learn, and
implement itself. This is why people fear AI taking over most labor jobs, but I
would have to disagree that AI is responsible for the growing unemployment
in our society.
First, AI is not smart enough. The generations we live in currently are
fast-developing technology, mainly depending solely on AI technology.
Currently, AI is focused on allowing humans to be more productive and help
make good decisions. But because it is so fast, companies that want to
successively grow need to keep up with the program and retrain their
employees. AI is not smart enough to do anything on its own to keep up with
the fast-developing technology.
Secondly, AI technology is originally created and designed by a
human. More productivity equals more employees. In most companies, they
have the supplies but they need people who can work with AI. The
necessary abilities needed in digital skills are algorithms and feeding data
into the AI. We currently do not have enough technicians to build enough AI
in order to overtake our jobs.
Lastly, it’s all about “caring”. AI can do unlimited amounts of
possibilities and although it is very convenient, some jobs are better in the
hands of humans. Some employments such as beauty stylists or
hairdressers, nurses, and doctors, therapists, personal trainers, etc, require
the abilities that AI lacks: “the heart” and care. Customers and clients can
only gain this “caring” feeling from other humans.
Technology develops and changes very fast so it’s very difficult to
read what would happen with AI and unemployment in the next 20-30 years,
but for now, it is less likely to lead to unemployment.
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